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SpdSx Wave Manager (SPD-SX WM) is a
specialized, third-party software solution

that was designed to help advanced
computer users such as musical artists or
audio engineers import various wave files
from their computers within the Roland
SPD-SX instrument and manage them

without significant efforts. The app supports
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handling WAV and AIFF files. When using
Roland's SPD-SX, it is possible that you can
import custom wave files by placing them

on a USB flash memory drive and
transferring them directly to the instrument.
However, sometimes, due to various factors
such as a defective USB flash drive, wrong
formats or corrupted documents on your

computer, the instrument might not accept
the files you want to import. Unlike the app,

using this method only works with 16bit /
44.1kHz WAV files. Hence, this application

lets you import them in a more intuitive
manner by guiding you through the whole
process and also letting you manage the

content you want to transfer directly from
the program. It is worth mentioning that if
you want to use this application to transfer
WAV or AIFF files to the instrument, you
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need to configure the USB mode of the SPD-
SX and set it to "WAVE MGR" mode

before attempting any operation.
CapoPowerFlipCapo Power Flip is a handy

app that will let you set the notes of your
songs on the fly. It is ideal for guitarists, as
it lets you quickly change the chord you are

playing to the appropriate note. You can
also flip the capo (the part of your guitar

that keeps the song in time while playing a
chorus or solo) with a simple press and hold
of a button, using it as a mod-wheel. Using

the app in concert with your guitar is a
matter of a few seconds, and switching

between chords is no time at all. Since the
app works with both major and minor

chords, switching between the two will be a
snap! CapoPowerFlipCapo Power Flip

Description: CapoPowerFlip is a handy app
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that will let you set the notes of your songs
on the fly. It is ideal for guitarists, as it lets
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playing to the appropriate note. You can
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that keeps the song in time while playing a
chorus or solo) with a simple press and hold
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SWDMM is a multifunctional software
which allows you to control your Roland

SH-2000. It gives you access to the
integrated polyphonic AFTERTASTER® or
Serial Pitch Bend effects, plus you can also

modify the current firmware version
installed in your Roland SH-2000. First, you
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can perform Roland WAVE import, export,
and transfer for your Roland SH-2000. And
then you can also access various menus to

edit the key assignments and the MIDI
settings. This software also allows you to
modify the DAW behavior by controlling

the SH-2000 through a MIDI router and also
allows you to launch Roland's soft presets. It

also allows you to control the SH-2000
directly by connecting to a PC with the USB

and CAN BUS interface (communication
via CAN BUS). KEYMACRO Features: -

Import WAVE files to Roland SH-2000 and
export Roland WAVE files to PC, memory
card, or SD card - Supports WAV files of
the following file types: 16bit 44.1kHz and
24bit 48kHz (WAV) - Supports AIFF files
of the following file types: 16bit 44.1kHz

and 24bit 48kHz (AIFF) - Transfers WAVE
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and AIFF files to/from PC or SD card -
Supports import of 16bit WAVE files -

Supports direct connections to PC with USB
or CAN BUS connection - Supports export

of Roland WAVE files from the PC -
Supports import and export of MIDI files -
Can directly control Roland SH-2000 with a

PC (USB and CAN BUS connection) -
Supports various DAW settings such as key

assignment, sound parameter, MIDI
channel, MIDI routing and MIDI effects -

You can also perform deep MIDI control on
the Roland SH-2000 with MPT MIDI

Roland USB MIDI Converter for Windows
allows you to connect your Roland SH-2000
to a PC and control it via a USB interface.

You can also edit and send MIDI files to the
instrument. It's the ideal solution to quickly
connect your Roland SH-2000 to a PC, to
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easily transfer MIDI files, and to perform
various other operations. Key Features of

this software: - Use the USB interface of the
SH-2000 directly and access various MIDI

settings and control features on the
instrument - Import and export of MIDI

files - Use of Roland's soft presets for the
instrument - Sending MIDI files to the

Roland SH-2000 - You can save and load
the MIDI file settings to 77a5ca646e
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- Import wave files from your PC into the
Roland SPD-SX, directly into the internal
wave table - It can also import wave files
from other Windows applications such as
Sound Forge, or from Roland's Gadgeteer
PC Editor or WAVMAN EXS24 (Wave
Editor) - You can create, delete and rename
waves, select some to be exported, and
manage them in the application - The
application gives an instant feedback when
any wave is selected for processing and then
edited - You can configure a menu to access
several options related to the wave data in
the Roland SPD-SX - You can also see the
Roland SPD-SX's wave configuration status
- Import waves from the internal RAM, and
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automatically from any external USB
memory stick (WAV format only) - In case
the instrument is connected to the USB port
when running the application, the
application will try to import wave files
from the current USB flash memory as if it
was the first. If no flash memory is
available, the application will try to import
the wave file directly from the computer.
*The application is independent of the
Roland SPD-SX and the current wave table
configuration. In order to use the
application, it is necessary to purchase the
following Roland SPD-SX equipment and
activation key - Roland SPD-SX-256 -
Digital Synthesizer - MIDI Keyboard (not
available separately) - USB Flash Drive (not
available separately) - USB Cable - The
Roland SPD-SX device software is available
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in your Roland service center or can be
downloaded directly from the Roland
website (software is linked in the product
description) - It is highly recommended that
you use the latest software release in order
to take full advantage of the latest features.
For more details please see the help files, or
send us your questions using our feedback
page. IMPORTANT INFORMATION: The
product can be activated only at a Roland
service center. To activate the Roland SPD-
SX-256 device, you must register to the
Roland on-line product activation system. If
you forget the software version, be sure that
the software version is the one which
corresponds to the number on the bottom of
the equipment (SX-256). If you have any
doubt, please check the software version of
the software at the bottom of your device
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(you can access this information by
following the "Help" button). You can find
it on the paper label which is enclosed in the
box. How to use the

What's New In?

-----------------------------------------------------
----- * Import from WAV or AIFF files *
Various settings for each file type * Import
looped or single-instance files * Import
multi-loop files * Import sample folders
from different locations * Rename imported
files * Delete imported files * Transpose
imported files * Transpose or adjust volume
of imported files * Adjust sample rate, bit
rate, and channel count of imported files *
Adjust loop start and end points * Delete
imported files * Play selected imported files
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* Random import * Loop from selected
imported files * etc. ----------------------------
------------------------------ Features: ----------
------------------------------------------------ *
Import WAV, AIFF, or Wave exportable
wave files from: - WAV: PCM, SID, MP3,
WMA, ALAC (Windows only) - AIFF:
QuickTime, AIFF (macOS only) - Ogg
Vorbis - FLAC (lossless) - PCM and AU -
Sequenced MIDI - SF2 - User defined - Any
other custom wave file format ----------------
------------------------------------------ Tested
file formats: -------------------------------------
--------------------- - 16 bit, 44.1kHz PCM
WAV or AIFF (include multi-
instance/looped) - 16 bit, 44.1kHz 24bit
PCM WAV or AIFF (include multi-
instance/looped) - 24 bit, 44.1kHz PCM
WAV or AIFF (include multi-
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instance/looped) - 16 bit, 44.1kHz 96k
PCM WAV or AIFF (include multi-
instance/looped) - 24 bit, 96k PCM WAV
or AIFF (include multi-instance/looped) ----
-----------------------------------------------------
- Software requirements: ----------------------
------------------------------------ - Windows 8
/ Windows 7 / Vista / XP - Mac OS X 10.5
and higher - iPad and iPhone 5S or higher --
-----------------------------------------------------
--- Supported sound card: ----------------------
------------------------------------ - Native
sound card ---------------------------------------
------------------- Supported file format
(Windows): --------------------------------------
-------------------- - WAVE (16bit, 44.1kHz
or 24bit) - AIFF (16bit, 44.1kHz or 24bit) -
OGG Vorbis (24bit) - PCM (32bit, 44.1kHz
or 48kHz) - M4A (AAC) - FLAC (lossless)
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-...etc Supported file format (Mac): ----------
------------------------------------------------ -
QuickTime - AIFF -...etc ----------------------
------------------------------------ Supported
file format (iPhone): ---------------------------
------------------------------- - AAC - AIFF
(16bit, 44.1kHz or 24bit) -...etc Supported
file format
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System Requirements For SPD-SX Wave Manager:

OS: Windows XP / Windows Vista /
Windows 7 Processor: 1.8 GHz CPU
Memory: 512 MB RAM Hard Disk: 2 GB
DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband
Internet connection Sound Card: DirectX
Compatible Additional Notes: The
minimum system requirements were derived
from a technical evaluation and are not
intended to be absolute guidelines. Your
personal computer system configuration
may vary, and may affect game play or
stability. Neither Microsoft nor the
publisher of this product can be held liable
for issues arising
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